JUMP AHEAD™

ALL IN ONE PLACE BASE CAMP
ENGLISH WORKSHEET
CONNECTIVES 1

WHAT TO DO
You will show your understanding of
connectives by
JUMP 1 selecting the correct
connective in sentences
JUMP 2 matching joining sentences
using connectives
JUMP 3 using connectives to order
events

JUMP 1
Circle, highlight or underline the correct connective for each sentence.
a. Liam played football when/before/while doing his homework.
b. Felix arrived at the party on time and/because/so there was no traffic.
c. Laura learnt to surf while/since/then on holiday in San Diego.
d. We’ll be late because/next/unless we leave soon.
e. Yasmin couldn’t decide whether to go to the park and/or/since the zoo.
f. You can succeed if/when/although you work hard.
g. Chris didn’t eat pasta because/while/but he was in an Italian restaurant.
h. Violet has collected stamps though/whereas/since she was a child.
i. When/While/First Dad was a boy he wanted to be an astronaut.
j. Rebecca completed her chores but/although/when she was feeling ill.
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JUMP 2
Join each pair of sentences using a connective from the box. You can only use
a connective once.

and

when

unless

while

especially

although
so

but

because
until

a. Terry played the guitar. Martin was making dinner.
______________________________________________________________________________
b. Justin likes playing tennis. Justin enjoys swimming.
______________________________________________________________________________
c. The teacher was angry. The students wouldn’t settle down.
______________________________________________________________________________
d. Zoe dislikes school uniform. School uniform is practical
______________________________________________________________________________
e. Zoe liked school uniform. Zoe became fashion conscious.
______________________________________________________________________________
f. Joe wanted to immigrate to Sweden. Joe immigrated to Finland.
______________________________________________________________________________
g. Tom enjoys hiking. When the weather is warm and sunny.
______________________________________________________________________________
h. Betsy wanted to bake a cake. Betsey could raise money for charity.
______________________________________________________________________________
i. Everybody evacuated the shopping mall. The fire alarm rang.
______________________________________________________________________________
j. Megan knew she would get detention. Megan didn’t stop talking.
______________________________________________________________________________
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JUMP 3
Write a number next to each sentence to show the correct order of these
events. Write 1 for what happens first, 2 for what happens second, and so on.
Event
After that toast your favourite bread.
Then add the chicken slices.
Close the sandwich with a slice of toast; at last it’s time to snack!
First roast a chicken.
Next add tomato, lettuce and cucumber.
Finally put two slices of cheese on the sandwich.
Then slice it into thick pieces.
Now put mayonnaise and mustard on the toast.

Order

SOLUTIONS
JUMP 1
a. Liam played football when/before/while doing his homework.
b. Felix arrived at the party on time and/because/so there was no traffic.
c. Laura learnt to surf while/since/then on holiday in San Diego.
d. We’ll be late because/next/unless we leave soon.
e. Yasmin couldn’t decide whether to go to the park and/or/since the zoo.
f. You can succeed if/when/although you work hard.
g. Chris didn’t eat pasta because/while/but he was in an Italian restaurant.
h. Violet has collected stamps though/whereas/since she was a child.
i. When/While/First Dad was a boy he wanted to be an astronaut.
j. Rebecca completed her chores but/although/when she was feeling ill.
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JUMP 2
a. Terry played the guitar while Martin was making dinner.
b. Justin likes playing tennis and he enjoys swimming.
c. The teacher was angry because students wouldn’t settle down.
d. Zoe dislikes school uniform although it is practical
e. Zoe liked school uniform until she became fashion conscious.
f. Joe wanted to immigrate to Sweden but he immigrated to Finland.
g. Tom enjoys hiking, especially when the weather is warm and sunny.
h. Betsy wanted to bake a cake so she could raise money for charity.
i. Everybody evacuated the shopping mall when fire alarm rang.
j. Megan knew she would get detention unless she didn’t stop talking.

JUMP 3
Write a number next to each sentence to show the correct order of these
events. Write 1 for what happens first, 2 for what happens second, and so on.
Event
After that toast your favourite bread.
Then add the chicken slices.
Close the sandwich with a slice of toast; at last it’s time to snack!
First roast a chicken.
Next add tomato, lettuce and cucumber.
Finally put two slices of cheese on the sandwich.
Then slice it into thick pieces.
Now put mayonnaise and mustard on the toast.

Order
3
5
8
1
6
7
2
4
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